SOCIAL  EVOLUTION
of industry has also undergone a change. The class which has
increased most is that of workmen concentrated in the large in-
dustrial establishments -- mines, smelting-works, textile industries,
and chemical works, which were already organized on a large
scale - and also in the establishments founded for carrying out
processes formerly performed by individual craftsmen - the large
mechanical milling-plants, which have caused the disappearance
of the miller, and the boot, hat, wholesale clothing, and hardware
factories, which have caused shopkeepers to supersede craftsmen.
The traditional habits of work have been revolutionized. This
revolution has reduced the number of craftsmen working on their
own behalf and limited the part played by them, and has caused the
almost entire disappearance of weavers working at home for an
employer. Homework, which is still largely employed in the
making of underlinen, dresses, lace, and gloves, is now practised
exclusively by women. The new industrial methods have ruined
the system of apprenticeship, by which the young person learnt
his trade by practising it under the personal supervision of the
master craftsman, and have forced employers to seek new methods
of professional training.
The workman is now compelled to work under the eye of a
foreman for fixed hours, in return for a uniform wage. A change,
has also taken place in the relations between workmen and em-
ployers, Once the workers had acquired freedom of association,
they began to use such means of exerting pressure upon their
employers as the strike and afterwards the trade union (syndicat),
in imitation of the English trade unions. The organization of these
unions, which was energetically opposed by the masters, was car-
ried out on the English model in the form of a federation which is
strongest in the most highly concentrated industries: those con-
nected with book-production, metallurgy, and mining. The next
step was the painful process of grouping the federations in a
Confederation Gen^rale du Travail (General Confederation of
Labour, known as the C.G.T.), which merely marked time up
to the war.1
1 The example of the manual workers roused the lower middle class to form
organizations on trade-union lines for commercial employees, postal officials, and
elementary school-teachers, By means of these union* (syndicate) the lower class
of officials have succeeded, in practice, in escaping from the power of their superiors
and have become de facto as irremovable as the higher officials,
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